Abstract-The implementation of Safety of Life (SoL) services in transportation systems, e.g. for applications like collision avoidance of vehicles, requires reliable and instantaneous information exchange. In this paper we present the design of an infrastructure-less ad-hoc inter-vehicle communication system that fulfills these requirements with respect to the boundary conditions in the railway environment, where a limited communication range and relatively high speeds of nodes cause the network to be highly dynamic. Moreover, in areas with high user densities the common media access is a challenge due to limited bandwidth and interference from other wireless systems.
I. INTRODUCTION tatistics of the International Union of Railways (UIC)
show, that there are three significant train accidents in Europe every day [1] , despite of millions of Euros which have been invested in trackside and in-train safety equipment. Even with Automatic Train Control (ATC) systems like the future European Train Control System (ETCS) a significant amount of accidents cannot be prevented, because they occur between trains and other kinds of obstacles like construction vehicles, construction workers or pedestrians and vehicles on level crossings.
In order to increase safety in railway traffic, a vehicle integrated collision avoidance system similar to the existing ones in maritime or air transportation [2] , is proposed. Usually such systems rely on position determination and direct communication among vehicles as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Each railroad vehicle shall be equipped with onboard sensors that provide updated Position, Velocity and Time (PVT) information. PVT and additional data is then regularly broadcasted to all other RCAS (Railway Collision Avoidance System) equipped units in the surrounding. By analyzing the received messages from other units the complete traffic situation can be assessed, thereby allowing the in-time warning and advising of a train driver in case of a collision threat, long before the danger is visible and early enough to completely avoid it. In order to prevent accidents with single carriages, vehicles on level crossings or construction workers, these "users" can as well be equipped with RCAS units.
Since braking distances of trains can be several kilometers, 9781-4244-3941-6/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE For the listed scenarios the maximum speed is 200 km/h. In case of emergency braking the maximum braking distances are in the order of 1 km. Depending on the weather and rail conditions this can increase due to reduced fraction. Moreover, to allow for a secure (non passenger imperilling) braking of fast passenger trains, more than 2 km are necessary with the corresponding brake configuration. For a head-on collision scenario this means we need to guarantee a communication range of at least 5 km and need to have a high message repetition rate to loose a minimum of braking distance when the two trains approach the communication range.
More constraints arise from the high rail vehicle densities in large shunting yards. To avoid any collisions of railroad vehicles, each carriage has to regularly transmit its position and status.
III. RCAS ARCHITECTURE
On board of each rail vehicle an intelligent RCAS unit is foreseen, comprising sensors, a transceiver and a processor unit as shown in Fig. 2 . For accurate track resolving localization, a combination of GNSS receiver, odometer and eddy current sensor can be used [5] . The last one not only improves the accuracy along the track by detecting rail clamps, but also allows identification of switches and the switch stand by unique signatures. Aided by an electronic map this guarantees precise rail selective PVT information even in tunnels, under roofs of train stations and in shunting yards with many parallel tracks. In additional interfaces to the possibly available ETCS or the German EBuLa system may provide train schedule information. 
A. Broadcasted Information
Each RCAS unit produces messages with a fixed length. These messages are transmitted with a variable rate in a broadcast mode depending on the own speed and the traffic situation in the vicinity. The proposed RCAS message format is shown in Fig. 3 . The net size of each message is m = 150 bits. Beginning with a message version the next 4 bits are describing the message type, which indicates the format of the Position and Route Information (PRI) block. If there is a track selective position information present, the track ID, the distance from the tracks starting node, the movement direction and, if available, the information on the planned route are transmitted. Alternatively latitude, longitude and heading are broadcasted.
Another message type (not depicted in Fig. 3 ) enables warning of other trains in case of track damage or blockage by replacing the planned route or heading information in the PRI block with an identifier for the type of threat, which is linked to the transmitted location. This same message type is also used to broadcast the identified collision point in case that a so called Traffic Alert (TA) is activated due to a conflict with another RCAS unit.
The train ID includes information about its operator, the type of train or vehicle and its danger status. The type of train information enables prioritization of e.g. a passenger train that passes a shunting area. The danger status can be used to notify others of an extended loading gauge or if dangerous goods are carried. The current speed, an estimate of the braking distance, and the forward and backward length of the train with respect to the localization unit are included in the message to allow other trains to identify potential collision points and to determine where and when warnings and braking advisories must be initiated.
Furthermore included in the message is the actual message broadcast rate and information regarding the MAC (Media Access Control) scheme for the communication channel.
IV. COMMUNICATION LINK DESIGN
A. Maximum system data rate Dependent on the transportation system and on the concrete application or service, we have different requirements on the inter-vehicle communication system capacity. In case of multi-broadcast communication for collision avoidance in the railway environment, the highest data transmission rate is necessary in the shunting yard scenario within a regional network, where we face possibly large speeds and high user densities.
At Europe's largest shunting yard in Maschen near Hamburg in Germany, several hundred trains with more than 4000 freight carriages are handled per day [6] . The yard is more than 5 km long and has 48 and 64 parallel tracks on the two classification bowls, respectively (Fig. 4) . The detail in Fig. 4 shows a snapshot of a typical shunting situation. In this situation we can identify about 200 static "trains", i.e. lines of connected railroad vehicles, in the complete area of the shunting yard. In addition about 25 trains or engines, that are likely to move, are visible. As explicated in [7] , the message transmission rate can be adopted in a certain range to the traffic situation and the speed of the vehicle without noticeable degradation of the performance of the complete collision avoidance system. If we assume that an average rate of 0. 
and the net system data rate is net min 65 Hz 150 bit = 9.75 kbit/s.
Since the required communication range for the RCAS approach is 5 km, the final system design has to take the fact into account that the area of the depicted scenario in Fig. 4 is about four times smaller. Thus, some margin for data from trains in the vicinity has to be added for the final link design.
B. Frequency Selection
A very important design step is the selection of the frequency band in order to allow a reliable inter-vehicle communication in the various operational and topological scenarios on railroads. In contrast to GSM-R at about 900 MHz, which is a communication standard for data and voice based on GSM for European high speed trains using base stations of sufficient height, the direct train-to-train communication in RCAS is intended to be used in regional networks, where the lines are not so straight, and of course the antennas are just mounted on top of the rail vehicles. That means, we face a much higher propagation loss in case of direct vehicle-to-vehicle communication.
More appropriate for low antenna heights in the railway environment are frequencies in the lower UHF band, where certain wave guiding effects are likely. On regional lines the curve radii are larger than 160 m and the narrow clean area beside the track is at least 11 m [8] . Cuttings on both sides of the track, crossings through forests and even tunnels can cause certain wave guidance at these frequencies [9] .
In Japan a band at 300 MHz is allocated for such applications, whereas in USA and Canada two bands at 160 MHz and 455 MHz are utilized (see Fig. 5 ) [10] . The transmit power and bandwidth in the envisaged frequency bands around 460 MHz is limited due to regulatory issues and concurrent narrow band systems. Thus we have a strong limit on the data rate, which means we have to use the message bits including the channel coding economically and we need to hold the message rate low. This is contradictory to the head-on collision scenario of two fast passenger trains, where we want to detect the threat as early as possible. One part of the solution is to adapt the message rate as described in detail in [7] .
C. Channel Model
For the envisaged frequency bands no appropriate channel model exists for direct vehicle to vehicle communication in the railroad environment. We investigated models from several terrestrial systems in the UHF-band and adapted them to develop a detailed train-to-train channel model (published in [11] ) for the different topological scenarios, like train stations, shunting areas and regional lines. As abridgment, the pure path loss model for regional lines, which is based on Free Space Loss (FSL) for short distances and on the HataOkumura model [12] for suburban environments, is shown in Fig. 6 .
D. Physical Layer
In the different scenarios we are looking at, e.g. when two trains are approaching each other in the regional network, multipath will cause additional fading on top of the propagation loss depicted in Fig. 6 . To get an estimate of the necessary transmit power, we performed first physical layer simulations taking the characteristic delay and Doppler spreads from [11] into account. These simulations show that in the NLOS (Non Line Of Sight) regional network environment BPSK modulation performs better than QPSK. According to [13] the BER (Bite Error Rate) for BPSK and Rayleigh fading 
To allow some margin for future higher user densities we choose the message rate 1/3 larger than calculated for the shunting yard in (1) 
The total system data rate is then given by 87 Hz 225 bit = 19.58 kbit/s. where the last term is the gain for the accounted regional network multipath environment in [11] with a Rayleigh standard deviation of 2 (6 dB) σ = .
E. Link Parameter Summary
In the two frequency bands near 460 MHz, the channel bandwidth is typically 20 kHz and transmit powers are as well in the order of 1 Watt, very similar to our requirements so far. Our goal is to establish the RCAS communication link not only in small regions, but in an international way, to allow communication among all vehicles from different operators but also from different countries. Therefore it is advantageous to have a common frequency across national borders. Another aspect is robustness of the system e.g. against narrow band interference from other existing systems in these bands. Due to manifold regulatory issues in the context of an international system approach, we propose as solution the appliance of a spreading technique. For the 10 MHz band from 460-470 MHz we could modulate each message bit with a 511 chip Gold code, which allows us to summarize the multi-broadcast train-to-train link parameters as follows: This approach guarantees a European wide common frequency, robustness against other narrow band systems, as well as a relatively low interfering power (a few mW) to these systems. Moreover a combined TDMA and CDMA access scheme offers significant improvement on the MAC layer as described next.
V. MEDIA ACCESS CONTROL
The core feature of an ad-hoc network is to provide communication services without any infrastructure or centralized access point. There is no base station to coordinate packet transmissions. Thus, the MAC protocol must be accomplished in a distributed way. Since channel resources are limited, transmissions are likely to interfere with those from other users in the vicinity that also have packets to transmit in the same channel. This problem becomes more critical for increasing number of users. Moreover, the faster the network changes, the harder it becomes to organize the access of the channel.
The simplest protocol for MAC layers that can be used is the well known ALOHA protocol [14] where no control is used. However due to its low throughput it is only applicable in low density ad-hoc networks, like for instance for the TCAS system in aeronautics, where there are maximal 30 nodes within the communication range of 56 km [3] . Another of the earliest mechanisms adopted was the CSMA (Carrier Sense Medium Access) protocol [15] . Nonetheless, it introduces the hidden terminal and exposed terminal problem. But also protocols using handshake are not suited for RCAS, as they are very inefficient for multi-broadcast services in Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANET).
More adequate MAC protocols for our needs are related to TDMA, FDMA or CDMA. In this group we can find the Self Organized Time Division Multiple Access (SOTDMA) [16] protocol that is used by AIS in the maritime domain to avoid collisions of ships. This protocol is based on systematic slot reservations. However, as the speed and the transmitters' density increases, the number of packet collisions due to the hidden terminal problem increases and long latency times, which are very critical for our application, can occur when two nodes are repeatedly reserving the same slot. Table II compares the boundary conditions for vehicle collision avoidance based on multi-broadcast communications for the different transportation systems. We define the topological network dynamic as the quotient of maximum node velocity and minimal communication range. This comparison shows that the RCAS network changes fastest and at the same time has the highest number of nodes within range. Because of the limited channel resources and the high node density and network dynamic it was necessary to develop a new class of MAC protocols called COMB that we published in [17] . This Cell based Orientation aware MANET Broadcast MAC layer utilizes the information of the nodes about their location, direction, speed, and precise timing. The world map is divided into virtual hexagonal cells as illustrated in Fig. 8 . Neighboring cells are distinguished by different spreading codes and within a cell SOTDMA is applied. The dimension, i.e. the diameter, of the cell should be in the order of the range of the nodes. This way, every node in any position inside a cell is able to receive signals from the other nodes of the same cell. Furthermore, since messages from other cells are received with another (orthogonal) code, there are no collisions due to the hidden terminal problem. The CDMA code used by a node is inferred according to its location in a cell calculated from its position. If one node is going to move across a cell border it is aware of the slot reservations in the new cell and can thus reserve a free slot in advance. Even if several nodes from different cells enter within the same frame their slot reservation can be prioritized as described in [17] . That is, in theory COMB can completely avoid data packet collisions even in case of a fully loaded system.
A. Simulations
On order to verify the performance of the proposed MAC layer, we made simulations for a worst case scenario in railways: The simulation area had a size of 25 by 25 km and was divided in cells of 5 km diameter. Trains with speeds uniformly distributed between 0 and 200 km/h moved on a randomly generated network of straight lines. Furthermore we took the challenging propagation characteristics of the regional train-to-train channel model into account.
In Fig. 9 we compare COMB to the performance of slotted Aloha (blue dotted line). The red line indicates the theoretical limit of COMB, whereas the red stars show the simulation result taking the propagation channel into account. This degradation is a consequence of the near-far problem for the combination of Code and Time Division Multiple Access (CTDMA). In case of a fully loaded system in a future shunting yard environment (offered traffic = 1) the message collision rate is about 32 %.
More important for the performance of the RCAS system is the distribution of message latencies in Fig. 10 . Plotted is the probability that the time to receive an update from another train (or the delay of the first message when entering the communication range) exceeds t seconds. Given a system load of 60 %, which corresponds to the current node density in Europe's largest shunting yard, we see that in the case of COMB with fixed inter-cell slot reservation systematically repeated message collisions occur. This can be prevented by adding a random component (COMBR), in this example a casual slot change randomly after 5 to 10 seconds, without significant loss in throughput.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented the design of a multi-broadcast train-to-train link. Robustness of the link and short latency of traffic updates, as well as interoperability with existing systems can be achieved by implementation of a new class of MAC schemes. The COMB approach allows efficient use of channel resources for media access in highly dynamic VANET's. In theory the protocol can prevent any data packet collision, thus it offers substantial improvement to existing protocols. Possible applications are as well in the domain of car-to-car communications. A collection of related publications can be found at [18] .
